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• The MEN2 Thyroid Cancer Consortium  has been in existence for two years and was funded to 
last for a total of five. 

o The future of the consortium after the five year period is questionable.  The ACS is 
interested in continuing the project 

• The consortium was brought into existence with an $8.5 million contribution from an 
anonymous donor.  This was one of the largest gifts anyone has ever donated to the American 
Cancer society 

o The American Cancer Society donated an additional $1 million, bringing the consortium 
fund to a total of $9.5 million. 

• A website dedicated to the consortium is expected to launch on October 1st 
o Website will feature patient stories                                                                                           

• Members 
o Led by Dr. Herbert Chen, University of Wisconsin 
o Barry Nelkin, Johns Hopkins 

 Almost entire career has been spent on MTC 
 Working on MTC whole exome and screening other mutations 
 So far, it appears that the RET, HRAS and KRAS genes are the only prevalent 

mutated driver genes in MTC 
 Would like to employ a panel to predict and test potential treatments for MTC 

o Daekyu Sun, University of Arizona 
 Using flies to screen drugs (puts MEN2b RET into a fly’s eye) 

o James Bibb 
o Jong-In Park 
o Yawei Zahng, Yale 

 Studying the risk factors in thyroid cancer, Yale 
 Thyroid cancer is the most rapidly increasing cancer in the United States; her 

hypothesis is that there are environmental factors. 
 PBDE’s – some have been banned by the European Union, but are still being use 

in the United States.  Some are in milk, meaning that they are getting into 
humans. 

o Elizabeth Grubbs, MD Anderson Cancer Center 
 Currently doing population base studies 

o Darvel Ruan 
o Tirtha Das 
o Advisory Board consists of: 

 Matt Ringel 
 James Fagin 
 Gilbert Cote\ 


